Thermal control of blood flow through capillaries and arteriovenous anastomoses in skin of sheep.
Using radioactive microsphere and electromagnetic techniques, hindleg vascular responses were studied in 38 conscious, chronically prepared sheep subjected to either exposure to a warm environment, and/or local warming of the hypothalamus, spinal cord, forelegs of hindlegs. The total proportion of cardiac output passing through AVA's was increased by all treatments. AVA flow in hindleg skin was increased but capillary flow was unchanged by warming the hypothalamus, spinal cord or forelegs. AVA flow was unchanged but capillary flow was increased by warming the ambient air or the hindlegs alone. Equivalent cooling treatments resulted in AVA and capillary flow changes converse to warming. It is concluded that, in sheep, blood flow through cutaneous AVA's is controlled by specific thermoregulatory reflexes, whereas capillary flow is the target of local temperature effects. A significant role for the direction of the thermal gradient across the skin is implicated.